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RentWorks Version 4.1.M7 
Release Letter 

RentWorks requires Progress Version 11.7 
 
SIGNIFICANT CHANGES: 

 
None for this build 

 
Enhancements/Improvements: 
 
Just program errors listed below, corrected. 
 
Descriptions of tickets addressed, in order of impact: 
 
Program Ticket      Brief Description 

 
Level 1 
 

None 

 
Level 2 
 

Counter RW360-1403 Scot Group fleet Maint Alerts/Status changes (I1103) - 
This feature allows users to configure Maintenance Alerts to 
change vehicles to specific fleet statuses upon check in, rather 
than using the alerts to warn or ground them.  

Level 3 
 

CCPROC RW360-1459 Scot Gp wants to use original order Code in refunds to 
moveable deposits 

Counter RW360-1207 coverages included in the rates are removed when date-out is 
changed 

Counter RW360-1400 Manager override for users that do not have the "Modify 
closed today" or " Modify any closed" privileges is not working 
correctly 

Counter RW360-1448 Remove the "one year" restriction in reservation entry 
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Counter RW360-1457 Invalid character in numeric input - Entering a dueback date 
prior to the check-out date 

Maintenance RW360-1455 On Repair Order close check-out emp is overwritten by check-
in emp 

Reservations RW360-1433 Budget package rate reservations are not creating the correct 
car class 

RezLink RW360-1458 Reservation cancelled through the rezlink does not remove the 
resplanner assignment. 
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All tickets addressed. 
 

Area JIRA # Brief Description 
 

CCPROC RW360-1459 Scot Gp wants to use original order Code in refunds to 
moveable deposits 

Counter RW360-1207 coverages included in the rates are removed when date-
out is changed 

Counter RW360-1400 Manager override for users that do not have the "Modify 
closed today" or " Modify any closed" privileges is not 
working correctly 

Counter RW360-1448 Remove the "one year" restriction in reservation entry 

Counter RW360-1457 Invalid character in numeric input - Enter a dueback date 
prior to the check-out date 

Maintenance RW360-1455 On Repair Order close check-out emp is overwritten by 
check-in emp 

Reservations RW360-1433 Budget package rate reservations are not creating the 
correct car class 

RezLink RW360-1458 Reservation cancelled through the rezlink does not 
remove the resplanner assignment. 

Counter RW360-1403 Scot Group fleet Maint Alerts/Status changes (I1103) 
Counter RW360-1456 Remove diags from HttpOperations.dll 

Counter RW360-1465 Update rwversion of reflect the 4.1.M7 build 

Interfaces RW360-1420 Convert PBS to use HttpOperations.dll 

Reports RW360-1272 Report updates requested by customer 

Utilities RW360-1461 change the utility "utdelpymt" to audit log the use of the 
utility 

   

 


